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Abstract 

A chainless bicycle is basically a bicycle that transmits power for driving without a chain mechanism that consists a 

metal chain. The chainless bicycle consists a set of rear gear mounted on the bicycle paddle that transmits power to 

another set of rear gear that is mounted on the rear wheel of the bicycle. The power transmitted through these gears in 

order to run the bicycle without the metal chain [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

A bicycle is a vehicle that driven by human effort in order to travel from one place to another place. The bicycle 

encompass with various parts such as rear and front wheels, a peddle and a metal chain through these the power is 

driven by using the human effort. Much advancement is drawn in bicycles in order to make it cost effective, and to 

minimize human effort. For such an advantage, a chainless bicycle is manufactured that driven without utilizing the 

metal chain. 

 

Working 

The chainless bicycle encompasses with front and rear sets of gears for providing power to the bicycle. The front gear 

set linked with the paddle of the bicycle that consists a spur gear and a bevel gear such that whenever a bicycler drives 

the peddle power is transmitted from the peddle to the spur gear [3]. After this, the power is transmitted to the bevel 

gear that moves in orthogonal direction. The bevel gear further transmits this power to a metal rod for providing 

rotational motion to the metal rod. Another end of the metal rod is attached with a rear bevel gear that rotates with the 

metal in order to provide power to rear spur gear which is orthogonally attached with the rear bevel gear. The rear gear 

mounted at rear wheel in order to provide motion to the rear wheel by transmitting the power driven from the rear bevel 

gear [4], [5]. 
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Result and Conclusion 

Life span of the bicycle increased by using gear mechanism. The gear mechanism provides stability to the bicycle and 

also reduces maintenance cost that brings a cost effective bicycle in order to travel from one place to another place using 

less human effort. The gear mechanism enhances the reliability and durability of the bicycle as compared to chain 

embedded bicycle. 
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